
 
Tuesday Tools: Observation – What is Musical Behavior? 

 
Hello Rock and Roll community and welcome to another Tuesday Training tools as we discuss our focus for this 
month: observation. As Barbara said last week, observation is the cornerstone of our philosophy at Rock and 
Roll Daycare and how we learn what each child is responsive to in their learning environment.  
 
Just as we observe children as they interact with classroom materials, we can also observe and document 
children’s musical behavior. But for infants and toddlers, how do you know something is “musical?” What 
behavior is worth noticing or noting? Today we’ll cover a little music observation 101 to answer those 
questions and clue into your children’s musical behavior. 
 
Use the Preparatory Audiation Stages to Guide You 
 
We spent last month learning about the stages of preparatory audiation, so when you’re observing your 
children, ask yourself which stage they’re currently in. If you’re working with young infants, you can observe 
their random responses and purposeful responses. Are they shaking a shaker along to a beat? Exploring 
different ranges in their voices? Making unvoiced sounds with their mouths, or moving their bodies? If you 
broaden your understanding of what constitutes a “musical” response, you’ll notice more ways that even 
infants respond to music.  
 
Music Exists in More than Songs 
 
Songs that we hear on adult radio are usually about three and a half minutes long with a verse/chorus 
structure. Favorite children’s songs like “Twinkle Twinkle” or “Baby Shark” take barely thirty seconds to sing 
through. Young children, especially toddlers, aren’t developmentally ready to sing or even process a whole 
adult song and prefer short pieces with lots of repetition. But children explore music in even smaller chunks 
than “Twinkle Twinkle.” Pay close attention to sing-song language, or even just repeating phrases over and 
over. The child may be exploring pitch, interval, rhythm, and repetition in exciting new ways that will inform 
their musical practice later in life. 
 
Music is a Physical Activity 
 
Many aspiring musicians get lost in the brain power it takes to make music. So many notes, where to put your 
fingers, how to listen effectively – it’s easy to forget that playing music is first and foremost a physical activity 
that requires us to use our fingers, bodies, and breath. It’s natural for children to have physical reactions to 
music like dancing, bouncing, swaying, or moving through the space. Observe how children move when 
listening to music in different styles or at different tempi. Movement is the child’s best way to process and 
respond to what they’re hearing, even if they’re not ready to imitate the sounds they hear quite yet. 
 
Notice Musical Preferences and Patterns 
 
As we introduce children to many styles of music in a musically rich environment, take notice of what impact 
different styles of music have on children’s behavior. Does one type of music encourage concentration and 
calm, or does it make children want to move and dance? Is the child’s response to the same music the same 



each time or does it change? Have fun with the music you play in your room, break out of your listening 
habits, and see how music can impact and influence a child’s classroom experience. 
 
Imitating Familiar Musical Behavior 
 
As we discussed in our training tools from two weeks ago, Imitation is one of the most powerful stages of 
preparatory audiation. Notice if your students repeat content from a music class, even if it’s just a repeated 
word or phrase. Maybe you’ll notice a child holding an object like an instrument or interacting with 
instruments or props the way they would in a class. Take note of this behavior, as it helps us understand what 
information the child is holding onto.  
 
Hope you have a great week, and I’ll see you for the next Tuesday Tools. 


